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Review: Apache OpenOffice 4 vs.
LibreOffice 4.1
Not so fast, LibreOffice  OpenOffice has a shiny, new,
and improved major release of its own
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Once, whenever you referred to the free productivity suite that competes with Microsoft
Office, people knew exactly which program you were talking about. Lately, though,
OpenOffice -- formerly of Sun/Oracle, now under the aegis of the Apache Foundation -has taken a backseat to LibreOffice, an upstart spun off from OpenOffice's own source
code. While the two share a common code base and similar missions, they differ in their
feature sets and the licensing for their source code.
For some time, LibreOffice seemed to have taken the crown from OpenOffice. Libre had
commandeered a sizable portion of the OpenOffice developer base, introduced a faster
revision cycle, and attracted a large number of users, thanks in part to LibreOffice now
being the default productivity suite for many Linux distributions.
[ Read the InfoWorld review: LibreOffice 4 leaves you wanting more | The best open
source desktop applications | Track the latest trends in open source with InfoWorld's
Open Sources blog and Technology: Open Source newsletter. ]
But OpenOffice has staged a comeback, with a new revision to the left of the decimal
point. Challenging LibreOffice's spanking new version 4.1, Apache OpenOffice 4.0 boasts a
splashy in-document user interface, hundreds of bug fixes, and many more features big
and small. Is it enough to take back the crown?
The reigning champ: LibreOffice 4.1
It's somewhat astonishing how quickly LibreOffice grabbed the spotlight from its older
brother, but at least some of the blame belongs to the way OpenOffice changed hands
multiple times -- Sun, then Sun/Oracle, then Apache -- with the project's directions

handled rather autocratically at times. In response, LibreOffice was spun off by former
OpenOffice project members who wanted to give the software a better home and a more
predictable release schedule (every six months).
LibreOffice 4.0, which debuted back in February, didn't quite seem like a 4.0 product. The
changes were mostly incremental or trivial. For instance, although the improvements to
.docx cross-compatibility and the ability to attach comments to ranges of text were useful,
the ability to use Firefox Background Themes as a skinning mechanism for LibreOffice was
frivolous at best.
Version 4.1 is at about the same level of change: incremental, if generally positive. The
LibreOffice folks haven't undertaken any radical reworking of the program. The look and
feel haven't shifted at all, and they've wisely kept many minor interface updates that made
sense. For example, in Writer, the word counter shows up in the document's status bar;
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you don't have to tediously invoke it from a menu option, as still required in OpenOffice.
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